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Over the last five years as Chair of the Board of Directors, I have watched 

DESTA grow. By learning more about the lives of the youth at DESTA, I 

now have a greater understanding of the many hurdles they face. Their 

marginalization is multifaceted; stemming from things often beyond their 

control. These include family problems, learning difficulties, criminal issues, 

and health concerns; many of which occur simultaneously.  

Working alongside DESTA’s dedicated staff and large team of volunteers, I have witnessed 

the nurturing learning environment they create, which helps youth make new choices for 

a better future.  

DESTA is making a significant difference. Our youth are completing High School, 

continuing to higher education, getting jobs, staying employed, making healthier life style 

choices, and becoming productive and contributing citizens of our community. These 

accomplishments come with certain challenges. However, with strong support from the 

community, we will be able to continue to expand this vital program.  

Lastly, I would like to thank all those who continue to support DESTA in our mission to 

improving the lives of at-risk youth.  

Sincerely, 

 

Linda Leus 

President 

DESTA Black Youth Network 
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DESTA’s Board of Directors 

Executive members: 

Linda Leus (President)   Nick Schnitzer (Treasurer)    Scott Simons (Secretary) 

 

Administrators: 

Gale Seiler                    Victor Paris              Imaan Browne                Giulia Collins 

Brenda Paris            Barkley Cineus   Lisa Hall 
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2013 was a year filled with great accomplishments made by our youth. 

Many have transitioned from difficult situations, and have begun to live 

more fulfilling lives. This has been especially rewarding for the DESTA 

team and I, as we spend the majority of our time working with, and 

advocating for, our youth. Despite our limited resources and small 

team, we have been able to significantly impact the lives of the youth 

that seek our help. 

 

I am also fortunate and grateful to be able to work with a board of 

directors whose mission is to provide real opportunities for youth living 

on the margins of society. The board’s compassion for, and belief in, 

the potential of the young people we work with is inspiring and validates the work we do.  

 

Although the challenges and issues we are faced with are at times overwhelming, much 

joy is experienced watching these young people transform their lives.  

 

Lastly, the genuine trust and support we receive from our funders is greatly appreciated, 

asit provides us with the ability to do what we do.  

 

Respectfully, 

 

 

Frances Waithe 

Executive Director 

DESTA Black Youth Network 
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Who We Are 
 

At DESTA, we contribute to the personal and 

professional development of Montreal’s 

underserved youth aged 18 to 25, such that 

they can envision and enact successful 

futures. Our programming not only supports 

youth at an individual level, but promotes 

social inclusion at a societal level.  

DESTA takes pride in making everyone who 

walks through its doors feel valued. Equipped with a passionate staff and 

dedicated volunteers, DESTA provides all-around support to youth from diverse 

cultural backgrounds and experiences. This support includes… 

• Individual and group tutoring to youth completing secondary studies 

• Informal counseling, advocacy, and accompaniment  

• Supporting entrepreneurial initiatives, career exploration, and job 

search 

Our Approach 

To best support our youth, we meet them where they are.  We employ an 

empowerment-based approach which focuses on their strengths and honing their 

capacities, rather than solely addressing their challenges. In addition to providing 

in-depth individual support, DESTA promotes peer 

support, where youth can network amongst 

themselves, learn from each other, and build a 

sense of belonging. Furthermore, through our work 

we support the integration of youth into greater 

society.   
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Our Programming 

 

Inadequate living conditions resulting from the extensive level of poverty faced by 

the demographic we serve have greatly contributed to their lack of education, 

employment opportunities, and social isolation. As a result of these circumstances, 

a large number of DESTA’s members struggle with the damaging psychological 

effects of their experiences. However, despite these obstacles, our participants 

continuously strive to overcome these barriers to achieve success.  

To address these deeply-rooted issues, our programming is geared toward 

supporting the educational, personal, and employment pursuits of 

participants.Moreover, youth play an active role in both determining and 

evaluating DESTA’s programs.  

 

 

 

 

 

In 2013 the Continued Learning pillaraimed to do the following: 

1. Provide personalized academic support to students in need of high 

school completion, supplementary tutoring to 

youth attending post-secondary institutions, 

and remedial tutoring to youth not yet ready 

to enter secondary-level schooling.    

2. Create innovative learning experiences to 

develop participants' knowledge base and 

increase their personal capacities. 

3. Provide access to financial support to 

subsidize students' education. 

 

Continued Learning 
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Continued Learning Highlights 

A total of 42 students received academic support from the Continued Learning 

pillar; investing a total of 1897 hours tutoring. The breakdown of student services 

provided is as follows: 

 36 students were enrolled in our Lion Wolf School resulting in 30 

ministry exams being sat and passed.  

 3 students were reintegrated into other educational institutions. 

 1 student obtained a high school diploma. 

 13 students received supplementary tutoring resulting in 

o 3 college students getting off of academic probation, and  

o 2 students being able to enroll in industry-recognized programs. 

 23 students participated in the Digital Arts programoffered courtesy 

of Concordia University’s Design and Computation Arts 

department. This course provides youth with the opportunity to 

learn design software, photo editing, film-making, urban- 

contemporary dance, and record music.  

 

 70 volunteers dedicated a total of 2,172.5 hours to supporting 

DESTA participants; 95% of which are volunteer tutors in the 

Continued Learning department.   

 

 DESTA’s Education Subsidy provided $1,225.00 to Lion Wolf students 

to help defray tuition costs 

 

 2 DESTA youth received $1,500 each from the Lea Roback 

Scholarship; a fund providing financial assistance to economically 

disadvantaged women who are active in their community. 

 

 

2013 has been an amazing and 

inspirational year. As we continue to 

dare our students to achieve, they 

have stepped up and surpassed their 

own expectations. 

Kelly Thompson, BSW 
Coordinator of Continued 

Learning 
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Innovative Learning Opportunities 

DESTA’s “In This Together” project creates collective learning 

opportunities through which participants can form positive 

associations with learning and build supportive relationships 

with their peers. The project constitutes modules and outings to 

enhance learning in core subjects, such as Science, 

Mathematics, French, and English. A total of 30 students were 

involved in the following activities: 

 Group tutoring (Math and Science) 

 Field trip to Montreal Science Centre (students and their children) 

 “Discover your Heart through Art”, an art and literacy-based program  

 Career Exploration Learning Circle on the video-gaming industry 

Special Events 

 DESTA held its first Recognition Night, where over 80 guests helped 

acknowledge the outstanding efforts of our students and participants 

during the past year. 

 Once again, in collaboration with the National Society of Black 

Engineers (NSBE), DESTA held a “March for Education”. Ten youth, staff, 

and volunteers knocked on over 50 doors in the community promoting 

the importance of education. 

 

Program Developments 
 

To enhance the Continued Learning pillar’s existing services, and create new ones, 

this year, an Education Committee was created. This committee meets regularly to 

determine ways of further developing the structure of Lion Wolf School, and 

establish program evaluation methods.   

DESTA’s Bursary Pilot Program:For some youth, the desire to complete their 

secondary studies is outweighed by the need to earn a living. To support Lion Wolf 

students demonstrating exceptional commitment to achieving academic success, 

a bursary was created to cover some of their living expenses, with theaim of 

accelerating their high school completion.  This year, two recipients each received 

$2,100.00, for a total of $5,425.00. 
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To provide holistic support, DESTA’s Health & Personal Development pillar aims to 

meet the various psychosocial needs of our youth. One of the main ways in which 

we serve participants is through our individual support services and informal 

counseling. The following table provides a snap shot of some of the issues faced by 

our youth, and how we’ve supported their progress.  

Issue 2013 Statistics 

Physical Health 
A number of our youth suffer with severe 
physical health problems related to poor 
nutrition, life-threatening illnesses, and 

chronic neurological conditions.  

9 youth were assisted in addressing their 
physical health issues by being linked to 

health professionals, accompanied to 
medical appointments, and provided with 

regular follow-up. 
Mental Health  

It is not surprising to us at DESTA that we 
see an increasing amount of youth suffering 

from mental health issues. The types of 
psychological challenges amongst our youth 
vary from difficulties coping with daily life, 
to debilitating psychological impairments. 

10 youth were supported in coping with their 
mental health issues through individual 

counseling, referrals, accompaniment, and 
advocacy. 

Immigration 
The uncertainties of facing immigration 
issues can be overwhelming for young 

people navigating an unfamiliar, and at 
times, daunting system.  

3 young women were supported in their 
immigration cases. Of these three, two were 
young mothers.By walking them through this 

process, DESTA has provided these youth 
with a sense of hope and peace of mind. 

Legal Issues 
 

Although we at DESTA would prefer to aid 
in prevention over intervention, we often 
find ourselves supporting youth once they 

face the legal ramifications of their choices. 
 

9 youth were supported through with their 
legal issues, which include theft, outstanding 

tickets, child custody, child protection, 
conjugal violence, and possession of drugs 

and fire arms.  
 To prevent youth from re-offending, our 

work with them includes careful reflection on 
their motivation, and exploring alternative 

methods of meeting their needs and conflict 
management. 

Relationships  
Many of our youth have experienced 

complex, unhealthy, and damaging familial, 
intimate, and social relationships. 

12 youth were provided with one-on-one 
counseling to address challenges in their 

relationships.  Additionally, these youth were 
encouraged to attend the various programs 

offered at DESTA to enhance their social 
network, and foster a sense of belonging. 

  

Health & Personal Development 
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New Additions to Health & Personal Development 

Programming 

Physical fitness is crucial in maintaining both 

physical and mental health. In addition to 

providing youth with access to Concordia’s EV 

Fitness Gym, weekly yoga classes were offered 

this year at DESTA.  (Insert quote from 

participant under picture).  

Summer 2013 saw the introduction of 2 new 

programs dedicated to health and personal 

development; ‘Real Talk’ and ‘The Things We 

Carry’. ‘Real Talk’ is a discussion forum where 

youth come together to have open and 

honest conversations about social issues that are important to them. 'The Things I 

Carry’ was an art project where youth had the opportunity to explore the way in 

which their identity is shaped by family history, community, and society. 

 

  

Celia, Tyson, and Imaan deconstructing the lyrical 

content of mainstream hip-hop at a Real Talk 

discussion.  

Chris getting creative at “The Things We Carry” 

workshop. 
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Activities and Outings 

1. Lead-the-Ship Launch 

2. MLK Art Exhibit 

3. Well-Being Workshop 

4. Karaoke &Games Night 

5. Know Your Rights Workshop 

6. Health & Wellness Day 

7. Lead-the-Ship mid-year Check-in 

8. Voter Information Session 

9. Drug Awareness Event- “The Real 

Price of Getting High” 

10. Day at the Biodome 

11. LaRonde 

12. Family Day at St. Zotique Beach 

13. BBQ & Games Night 

14. Sal Capone (a Black Theatre 

Workshop production) 

 

Our activities and outings have directly reached 250 people, including DESTA 

participants, their children, and members of the broader community. They serve to 

inform, educate, and bring diverse groups together with the goal of building a 

healthier community.  

What makes 2013 stand out from past years has been the interest DESTA events 

has been garnering from universities students. The attendance of young people 

from diverse backgrounds at programs such as Real Talk, has allowed for a healthy 

exchange between groups that usually don’t have the opportunity to connect. 

 

                                                                                   

                

 

 

 

 

Chantal Marulaz, MA. 
Youth Worker/ Counselor 

Shanna Strauss, MSW. 
Youth Worker 

 

Louise Barbeau, 
Administrative Assistant 

“I am consistently 

blown away by the 

tenacity and 

triumphs of the 

youth I meet here. 

They exemplify the 

strength of the 

human spirit” 

“I feel very 

fortunate to be a 

part of DESTA; 

Working with a 

wonderful team, 

and doing 

interesting and 

important work” 

“It seems the best 

of ironies to me that 

working to improve 

the lives of others 

becomes a way to 

improve one’s own; 

that’s why I love 

working at DESTA!” 
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One of the key ways DESTA supports its youth in becoming self-sustaining, and 

productive individuals is by supporting their efforts towards financial 

independence.  We recognize that securing employment is not only necessary 

for achieving this independence, but is fundamental to their overall well-being. 

Unfortunately, this remains a challenge for many to achieve.  

In 2013,  

 17 youth were supported in their job search efforts, including CV and 

cover letter writing, career exploration, job search strategies, connecting 

to employers, and how to conduct oneself during an interview. 

 Of this 17, 13 successfully secured employment 

 4 were assisted in their entrepreneurial initiatives , and are proudly 

achieving success 

 

The satisfaction of obtaining work is apparent in the sense of pride our youth 

display. Moreover, each participant who is successful in their quest for 

employment inspires their peers to follow in their footsteps.   

 

DESTA Café  

Over the summer, five workshops related to entrepreneurship, 

employability, and personal development were held in partnership 

with IBIS (Initiatives for the Betterment of International Social 

Conditions).  In these workshops, youth learned how to manage 

their personal projects, hone leadership skills, manage their stress, 

and build their self-esteem. These sessions were extremely popular, 

as they addressed the needs expressed by participants.A total of 53young people 

attended these workshops and gave glowing reviews.  

 

 

 

Employability  
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In the fall, more leadership workshops were offered to DESTA participants. NDG 

Leader Toastmasters Club provided 4 public speaking workshops as part of their 

Youth Leadership program. The 4 participants who completed the program 

performed prepared speeches and received certificates at the end of session 

celebration.  

 

 

 

 

The impact of these workshops has been priceless. Youth have expressed feeling a 

sense of pride for their accomplishments, and gratitude for the knowledge and 

skills that have gained.   

 

 

 

 

John Gupta and Nicole Savoie of Toastmasters International awarding Etienne (top left), 

Iesha (top right), Alicia (bottom left), and Tyson (bottom right) with certificates for 

completing the Youth Leadership Program. 
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To maximize the quality and diversity of our programs, establishing strong 

partnerships is essential. These partnerships have been implicated in the direct 

delivery of programs, serve as sources of expertise from which we can draw 

information, and resources that we can refer our participants to. They validate our 

work, and without them, the services we offer would be limited.  

This year, DESTA continued to maintain existing partnerships and collaborate with 

new partners, including 

 Eastern Townships School Board 

 Community-Engaged and 

Experiential Learning and Research 

at McGill 

 Carrefour Jeunesse Emploi Sud-

Ouest 

 Carrefour JeunesseEmploi NDG 

 Carrefour Jeunesse Emploi Cote-

des-Neiges  

 Concordia University 

 Youth Employment Services 

Montreal 

 Eco-Quartier Sud-Ouest 

 McGill University 

 University of Toronto 

  

 Apathy is Boring 

• Santropol Roulant 

• Little Burgundy Coalition 

• Head & Hands 

• Black Community Resource 

Centre 

• Cote-des-Neiges Black 

Community Centre 

• IBIS 

• Centre de santé et de services 

sociaux du Sud- Ouest-Verdun 

• Montréal Diet Dispensary 

 

        

                                                                    

Our Partners  
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Communication & Promotion 

To broaden our reach to both youth and potential funders, our internet presence 

continues to be an invaluable promotional tool. Our website and Facebook page 

serve to keep us connected to our participants and supporters, and provide those 

who don’t know about DESTA a glimpse into the work we do. 

DESTA Fest 

DESTA Fest, our annual fundraising gala, continues to be a major contributor to 

DESTA’s yearly funding. Our 4th DESTA Fest proved 

to be our most successful yet, raising a grand 

total of $85,000. In 2013, nearly 500 guests wined, 

dined, socialized and were entertained at the 

Corona Theatre. Attendees also got the 

opportunity to connect first-hand with 12 

outstanding DESTA youth who acted as 

ambassadors of the organization. This interaction 

provided guests and DESTA youth alike with the 

chance to engage with a population they rarely 

encounter.          

Holiday Appeal 

2013 marked our 2nd annual Holiday Appeal, targeting individual donors. This year 

we raised an impressive $7420.00.   

Board Development 

In the past year, DESTA continued developing its board of directors by adding two 

new members previously involved at DESTA. Our new board membersinclude Lisa 

Hall, one of DESTAs former Education Coordinators, and Barkley Cineus, one of the 

very first DESTA participants. Both Lisa and Barkley bring with them new ideas, 

perspectives, and strategies on how to make DESTA even better.  

Fundraising & Development 
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Most of DESTA’s funding comes from the contributions of private foundations who 

strongly believe in the work we do. While these donations have been critical in 

DESTAs survival, we are currentlyoperating at a budget of approximately 

$240,000.00 per year. A major challenge of functioning with such a limited budget 

is working with limited human resources; resulting in staff taking on multiple roles, 

and youth receiving less support than necessary. To address this, we constantly 

seek out new funding sources, and are actively pursuing provincial funding.  

To broaden the scope of our efforts, we anticipate engaging in stronger 

partnerships with like organizations. These partnerships will allow us to share our 

expertise, and outreach to a greater number of youth throughout the city. We also 

envision collaborating with community organizations in order to secure funding 

that will support our programming. 

 

 

 

Challenges & Opportunities 


